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SYNCHRONET MARINE, INC. TACKLES
POST CRISIS CONTAINER REQUIREMENTS
Provides Business Continuity Processes with Web-enabled Tools
and Features for Customers to Scale Business
Shanghai, China – 12 May 2020 – The worldwide container shipping industry has been
decimated by the COVID-19 pandemic and has forced the logistics community to adapt in order
to function effectively. During this extremely challenging time, SynchroNet Marine, Inc.
(SYNCHRONET) (www.synchronet.co) has remained committed to the value of collaborative
relationships and continues to provide innovative solutions in container asset management
services through effective partnerships.
SYNCHRONET’s international team continues to operate fully without any downtime experienced
by our customers during this period. The Company delivers daily interchange opportunities,
familiar to many customers, even during this period of uncertainty. With ongoing investments in
internal IT development and process efficiency, which underscore SYNCHRONET’s core value of
consistent improvement, SYNCHRONET remains consistent in its service delivery of interchange
opportunities to optimize its customers’ ISO container utilization and capacity requirements.
“SYNCHRONET remains fully invested in the success of our customers,” said Andre’ Tan, Vice
President of SynchroNet Marine, Inc. “We maintain market connectivity, making the necessary
adjustments, while we continue to provide new opportunities as presented.”

SYNCHRONET continues to work with partners to develop solutions to craft the “new normal” in
how container movement and management services work for its customers.
ABOUT SYNCHRONET MARINE, INC.
Founded in 1996, SynchroNet Marine, Inc. has developed and deployed a highly secure, neutral
global container database. From this proprietary technology, customers can:
•
•
•
•
•

Access containers quickly to minimize empty repositioning in order to protect bookings
Reposition surplus containers economically to locations of high demand
Interchange containers between parties on an inter-continental or intra-theater level
Obtain industry-standard container equipment for out-of-the-box or unique customer
needs
Create customized technology solutions to meet unique company and customer needs

For more information view www.synchronet.co. To contact SynchroNet Marine, email:
marine.info@synchronet.co.
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